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Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ion Oklahoma Online, one of Oklahoma’s fastest growing online

“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

digital lifestyle magazines and news-entertainment websites with monthly
averages of over 9,466 unique visitors and 32,110 page views.
In just a brief 3 years we have attracted over 28,349 ion subscribers and
loyal followers to our digital magazine and website www.ionok.com. At ion
Oklahoma we publish six printed editions and our most current October
November 2014 issue has been downloaded FREE to over 21,178 subscribers.
Visitors to ionok.com can register FREE and download each printed edition
to your computer, tablet, or smartphone or buy a paper copy online and have
it mailed to your home or office.
Our readers are guiding us along the way with their story ideas, feedback
and input. Everyday we are receiving more and more emails with suggestions
for wonderful, interesting, and thought provoking stories and events to cover.
We welcome your input.
Also, we attribute our initial successes to the quality, variety, and relevant
editorial and photography documenting all the progress Oklahoma has made
during the past decade.
We hope you enjoy the holiday issue as we have included many of the
holiday season traditional activities and events that are scheduled for all
Oklahomans and their families.
Sincerely,

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

Don Swift
Publisher
Ion Oklahoma Online
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ALFRE WOODARD
2014 Oklahoma Hall of Fame Inductee
by Tim Farley

A

lfre Woodard has made a career out of pretending to
be someone else, but her latest starring role in the
new NBC series State of Affairs creates real-life
situations ripped from today’s headlines.

Woodard, formerly of Tulsa, portrays U.S. President Constance Payton, a
former senator from California whose son, Aaron (Mark Tallman) was
murdered by terrorists in Kabul, Afghanistan. Meanwhile, co-star Katherine
Heigl plays the role of CIA operative Charleston “Charlie” Tucker, who was
engaged to Aaron before the attack, and is responsible for providing the
president with daily briefings that center on the top 10 national security
concerns.
The new series is the latest in a long list of accomplishments by Woodard,
who was inducted into the Oklahoma Hall of Fame Nov. 14 during a ceremony
at the Cox Convention Center. Joining Woodard as inductees this year were
country music star Blake Shelton, philanthropist Peggy Clark Stephenson,
cowboy artist Harold T. Holden, legendary music icon Wanda Jackson, Neal
McCaleb and Thomas H. McCasland.
As a person who has been involved in government and social issues since
her teenage years, the role as President Payton fits Woodard and her political
activism.
“It (series) is so smart,” she said during a recent interview with ionOklahoma.
“I’m really psyched about State of Affairs.”
The first episode aired Nov. 17 to mixed reviews.
“Our storylines are unfolding now,” Woodard said. “It’s on everybody’s
minds. It certainly gives you a real sense of being in the intelligence
community and the real threats that are going on now. It’s based on reality and
not some fluff piece. They say people at Langley (CIA headquarters) are
excited about the series.”
Woodard, a self-professed hippy, joked, in part, about her role as the
country’s first black female president.
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Alfre’s grand nieces, Karrington and Kennedy Jackson, with her husband Roderick Spencer.

“Perhaps this will get Americans
accustomed to saying Madam
President and still know that the
sun will rise in the East,” she said.
“Men have always been the face of
power but women have been the
foundation, brawn and brains of how
we work. There are a lot of things
that happen artistically that
introduce into people’s minds what
can happen and the possibilities that
are out there.”
Part of the backstory for President
Payton is that she served in the U.S.
Air Force during the first Gulf War

pulling soldiers out who had been
injured behind the front line. In the
series, she’s no pacifist, which is the
direct opposite of Woodard. In real
life, Woodard is a lifelong Democrat
who was appointed to President
Barack Obama’s Committee on the
Arts and Humanities in 2009.
State of Affairs is not the only
project that brought art and life
together for Woodard. She began a
relationship with Nelson Mandela, a
South African anti-apartheid
revolutionary, politician and
philanthropist, in 1987 when she
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played Winnie Mandela in HBO’s
Mandela. Later, Woodard directed
and produced Nelson Mandela’s
Favorite African Folktales, which
won the 2010 Audiobook of the
Year, and garnered a 2010 Grammy
Award nomination for Best
Children’s Spoken Word Album.
As a political and social activist,
Woodard co-founded Artists for a
New South Africa, a nonprofit
working to reverse the spread of
HIV/AIDS and further the cause of
democracy and human rights in
South Africa. She also works with

Above, Alfre with presenter, Pat Connelly.
Left, Alfre with Chancellor Glen D. Johnson and his wife Melinda.

several under-performing public schools that
have flourished with the Turnaround Arts
program and has traveled with a delegation of
film artists to Iran and East Africa with the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.

And the winner is…
During her acting career, Woodard has reached
for the stars and become one. Her work has
earned her an Oscar nomination, four Emmy
Awards, 17 Emmy nominations, three Screen
Actor Guild awards and a Golden Globe.
Her most recent Emmy nominations were for
Outstanding Supporting Actress as Ouiser
Boudreaux in the Lifetime remake of Steel

Magnolias and for Outstanding
Guest Actress in a drama series on
the HBO show True Blood.
Woodard’s body of work includes
her Oscar nominated performance
in Cross Creek; Miss Evers’ Boys, for
which she won an Emmy, SAG and
Golden Globe Award; Maya
Angelou’s Down in the Delta and
Steve McQueen’s Twelve Years a
Slave in the role of Mistress Harriet
Shaw. Other film credits include
Passion Fish, Love and Basketball,
Grand Canyon, Crooklyn and The
Family That Preys.
Some of her television credits
include roles on popular dramas
including Desperate Housewives,
The Practice, Hill Street Blues and
L.A. Law.
But life of a TV and film star is far
from the glitz and glamour seen by
the public during red carpets
extravaganzas.
“What we do is very tough work,”
Woodard said. “The truth is
130,000 people are in SAG and less
than 1 percent makes $10,000 or
more, but when you have that
calling you’re willing to do whatever
it takes. The red carpet has nothing

to do with every day work. It’s a
brutal, hard task. People think it’s
glamorous, but it’s not. You do it
because you believe in the power of
telling people’s stories.”
With every film or television
project, Woodard’s main goal is to
please the viewers.
“I want to have that connection
with the audience,” she said. “I
believe those people are saying,
‘just tell me a story, Alfre.’
Audiences deserve a breather so
they can fire up their minds and
relax their souls.”
As the youngest of three children
born to Marion and Constance
Woodard, the award-winning

Alfre and her husband Roderick Spencer and
grand nieces Karrington and Kennedy Jackson
pose with FACS teachers Marsha Swift (left)
and (right) Melinda Johnson.
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actress was hit with the acting bug
after being persuaded to audition
for a school play by a nun at Bishop
Kelley High School in Tulsa. She
went on to study acting at Boston
University and enjoyed a brief stint
on Broadway before moving to
Los Angeles.
Woodard got her first break in
films with Remember My Name
(1978) which also starred Jeff
Goldblum. She lives in Santa
Monica, Calif., with her husband,
writer Roderick Spencer.
Aside from her acting credits,
Woodard also was named one of the
most beautiful people in America
by People Magazine. n

Left to right, Roderick Spencer,
a friend, Marionette Gibson,
Becci Roe, Alfre Woodard, a
friend, and Pat Connelly.

Front right, Donald Ray Gibson;
second row, Kennedy Jackson,
Sherita Gibson, Karrington
Jackson; back row Roderick
Spencer, Alfre Woodard and
Marionette Gibson.
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COMMUNITY
Tribe Technology
Bringing broadband to tribal lands
by Tim Farley

B

ringing broadband access to Oklahoma’s
Native American tribes is a critical
component to their long term success
and economic development plans.

Unfortunately, too many tribal members and many areas of
Indian land are without Internet access, a service that’s often
taken for granted in larger metropolitan areas. The reality is
tribes, generally located outside the state’s two largest
population centers, won’t be able to advance their agendas
until broadband access is made available to everyone,
according to Dennis Dyer, chairman of the Oklahoma Native
American Technology Council and chief information officer for
the Citizen Potawatomi Nation.
Representatives from several tribes are currently working with
the Federal Communications Commission, OneNet, AtLink
Services and other commercial Internet providers to bring
speedier, faster broadband access to tribal members and
facilities throughout Oklahoma.
Some of the tribes that have taken an active role in the
council’s efforts include the Cherokee, Choctaw, Quapaw,
Citizen-Potawatomi Nation, Muscogee-Creek and the
Chickasaw Nation.
Yet, in some remote tribal areas, Internet access doesn’t exist.
“Everything we do is based on the Internet,” Dyer said. “You
can’t run a tribal government, court system or a hospital
without Internet. A community is at a disadvantage without
Internet.”
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For example, Dyer talked about the difficulties of attracting
businesses to an industrial complex without high-speed
broadband.
“Try to sell that,” he said. “It won’t fly. Everything a
business does relies on broadband.”
The Citizen Potawatomi Nation, along with many other
Native American tribes, has formulated an economic
development plan that includes the obvious – casinos. But,
Dyer said, it’s more than gambling and entertainment for
tribal leaders. The Citizen Potawatomi Nation established a
federal free trade zone in Shawnee that has attracted interest
from a Turkish tea company, which is one of several firms that
have contacted the tribe.
“Tribal footprints are expanding with federal money and
successful business ventures,” he said. “When you’re dealing
with business recruitment and bringing companies onto tribal
lands, robust networks are needed.”
That’s where the technology council plays a vital role, Dyer
said. The group has been working with a variety of businesses
to advance its technology goals since April. First, the council
wants to identify opportunities and challenges of tribal
governments as they pertain to technological advancements
and to form a “unified” voice in addressing governmental
issues related to broadband access, grants and economic
development.
“The Council will work to ensure sovereign tribal nations,
both large and small, gain access to high speed broadband
through education and adoption efforts and will assist in

developing viable broadband projects that will capitalize on
these benefits, and help drive sustainable economic
development opportunities for Indian tribal governments in the
state,” Dyer wrote in an April letter to Oklahoma’s 39 tribes.

Almost, but not quite
OneNet, Oklahoma’s only statewide Internet service provider,
has created broadband access along Interstate 40 near
Shawnee, but stops there.
“We’re only six miles away, but still can’t get the speed we
need. There are reasons for them to be here (on tribal lands),
but they haven’t figured out how to get here,” Dyer said.
That’s where companies like AtLink have provided their
expertise while providing underground and above ground fiber
to areas tribal governments can access.

Another partner in the project is the federal government,
specifically the Department of Agriculture and the Department
of Commerce.
“We’ve talked about how we can get to that last mile,” Dyer
said. “Since tribal borders are touching it’s possible tribes
may work together on projects. Everyone is facing the same
issues.”
At some point in the future, tribes may create their own
power grids that include a substation, Internet, fiber and other
utilities.
Another bonus for upgrading tribal technology is the
electronic storage and preservation of a tribe’s language,
history and culture, Dyer said.
“If we can do that along the way, that’s great,” he said. n

Dennis Dyer, chairman of the
Oklahoma Native American Technology Council
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New Lease On Life
By Tim Farley

R

estoring its former glory and creating new memories
for another generation of customers has become the
driving force for the owners of Kaiser’s Diner & Ice
Cream Parlor in Midtown.

Most of the focus has been to carry on Kaiser family traditions such as making
ice cream on-site, providing excellent customer service while still generating
new menu items that will attract a younger set of customers.
Still, co-owners Kristen Cory, Randy Giggers and Angie Uselton know they
have a lot of work ahead of them for this venture to be successful. The Nov. 1
grand opening proved to be a good start with an estimated 750 people in
attendance, Cory said.
Kaiser’s, located at 1039 N. Walker, opened at its current location in 1919 and
was placed on the National Register for Historic Places in November 1978.
“The common thread is to bring it back to the way it was in the 1940s and ‘50s
when people would bring in their kids,” Uselton said. “Since we opened, we’ve
had a lot of people who remember coming here with their parents and watching
the ice cream being made. We’re trying to carry on some of those same
traditions.”
The diner brings back memories from the sock-hop era with large
photographs of James Dean, Marilyn Monroe and Elvis
Presley. There’s also the photos of the
Kaiser family, restaurant employees
and customers enjoying a big buffalo
burger, a menu item that exists today.
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Angie Uselton, Randy Giggers and Kristen Cory

“We’re trying to mimic the way it used to be,” Cory
said, referencing the friendly atmosphere and some of
the original physical features such as the pressed iron
ceiling, the original bar tiles and the original mahogany
fountain and back-bar area, with its engraved mirrors
and stained glass cabinet doors. There’s also a penny
scale that will tell customers how much they weigh and
an old-fashion juke box with tunes from the past.
The fountain counter boasts decorative tile and the
seating is early-American vintage. Large display
windows open to the north and east. Above the windows
on the east are stained glass windows from Italy.
Some customers also have shared with the new
owners the relationships they had with the original
Kaiser family, led by Anthony J. (AJ) Kaiser.
“It’s been really neat to hear some of the stories and
what people remember,” Cory said. “We’ve had a lot of
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people come in with their grandchildren and they
remember coming here as a teenager, and then we’ve
had younger people who have never been here before.”
AJ Kaiser arrived in Oklahoma from Switzerland in
1909 with 50 cents in his pocket, a three-quart ice
cream freezer and a head full of family recipes. A year
after his arrival, he purchased a confectionary and ice
cream parlor at NW 7th and Robinson, then moved the
business to its current location.
The Kaiser family maintained control of the diner
until the late 1970s. Since then, it was operated by two
different owners before closing in September 2013.

Getting ready
In preparation for the grand opening, the trio of
owners and their staff gave Kaiser’s a facelift and major
cleaning, which is evident by its sharp, tidy appearance.

Above, the old fashioned counter with original tile.
Left, a penny weight machine.

“So far, the response has been good,” Cory said. “We’re wanting to
grow and grow right along with Midtown. It’s stressful keeping up
the name and quality we’re striving for but we’re not going to settle
for less.”
At 24, Cory may be one of the youngest restaurant owners in the
city, but she’s not alone with this endeavor. Giggers, the head chef,
has worked in the restaurant business for 35 years and worked at
Kaiser’s the past five. Then, there’s Uselton who has managed
restaurants for the past 25 years. She’s handling the front end “from
the time they come in until they leave.”
Part of the plan has been to upgrade and update the menu, which
for the most part has remained the same for years. While keeping
customer favorites such as the Buffalo burger and sweet fries,
Giggers has added seafood, pasta, steaks and several new salads.
“It’s definitely a bigger menu, both for lunch and dinner,” he said.
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After the meal, there’s always room for dessert, which
often includes the homemade ice cream, which includes a
plethora of flavors. Every couple of weeks, a new flavor is
introduced to customers.
Throughout the decades since Kaiser’s was started, the
ice cream has been made on-site, first with hand-cranked
freezers. The ice cream was made with rock salt and ice
and hand packed in 36 flavors. During its heyday, exotic
ice creams, ices, punches and confections made from
hundreds of molds and frozen puddings were the
specialties.
At one time, beautiful ice sculptures were ordered by
Oklahoma City’s elite and by fraternities and sororities at
the University of Oklahoma. The reputation of Kaiser’s pure
products brought orders from all over the nation, including
Johns Hopkins Hospital during the mid-20th Century.

Angie Uselton and Kristen Cory
dish up a batch of ice cream.

Chef Randy Giggers stirs stew and soup in the kitchen.
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New features
Customers can also enjoy Kaiser’s delicious food at their
home or office thanks to a new catering service that’s
been introduced.
“We’ll cater any size party or any type of food. If you
don’t want to cook for the holidays, we can bring it to
you,” Giggers said. “All the customer has to do is heat it
up and eat.”
In addition, customers can rent the Kaiser’s building
for private parties or other functions and enjoy a catered
meal, Cory said.
The owners also are working on a mobile BBQ pit that
could be available in the spring.
For more information about the restaurant or its catering
service, call 232-7632. n
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s
s
s
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Appearances fromFrozen’sElsa, Anna & Kristoff
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rs
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1pm

Thursday 18
Shopping Night Out
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Saturday 20

Saturday 6
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classencurve.com |
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PPM Pharmacy
offers special niche
by Tim Farley

H

ome delivery is almost a distant memory,
except for pizza, the U.S. mail and the
daily newspaper. Gone are the days of the
friendly milkman or the doctor who once
made house calls.

That’s why Ryan Orton and PPM Pharmacy have created a niche
in the healthcare world. They hand deliver prescriptions to a
customer’s home, job or grandma’s house. It’s a personal touch
that helps people who are busy and can’t get to the pharmacy or
other folks who struggle with getting transportation.
Customers can drop off and pick up prescriptions at PPM, located
at 5600 NW 56th, but generally Orton and his staff deals directly
with physicians filling regular and compound prescriptions that are
formulated onsite for special medical needs.
“Our niche is helping people who can’t get here to pick up their
meds,” Orton said. “For example, there’s the single mom who works
two jobs so we either deliver to her workplace or to grandma’s house. Or
there’s the busy professional who needs his or her medicine delivered
to the office.”
More than 90 percent of the prescriptions filled at PPM Pharmacy
are delivered to the customers, Orton said.
Customers who use PPM’s delivery system the first time are often
amazed that the meds were delivered on time as promised.
“The second time they’re thinking ‘this is a great service,’ and by the third
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Ryan Orton at computer.

time they want to know how they can get all their meds
delivered to them,” Orton said. “We have to build trust to get
people confident in our abilities to deliver what we say we
we’ll do.”
The delivery service area is far ranging – from Norman to
Guthrie and from El Reno to Shawnee. With three full-time
drivers and an alternate, PPM saves its customers a lot of time.
“Our goal is to impact the market in a positive way so
people who are maintenance drugs don’t have to stand in line
at Wal-Mart or Walgreen’s for 20 minutes,” Orton said.
To make life even better for their customers, PPM’s delivery
service is free.
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Yet, roadblocks sometimes exist despite the reliable home
delivery.
“People are reluctant to move away from the national
pharmacy that’s on every street corner. Home delivery, as a
whole, has gotten such a bad name people expect it to fail,”
Orton said. “Really, word of mouth is best for us because
friends of a customer hear their testimony about how reliable
we are and then they want to try it. With that, we grow
exponentially.”
Communication between pharmacy delivery personnel and
customers is vital to PPM’s success.
“We give an approximate time and if we’re running late we

call the customer,” Orton said. “We deliver a lot of stuff
between 5 and 7 p.m. and we always verify who we are
delivering to.”
But, Orton admits, there can be variables beyond the
company’s control. So, when problems arise, he deals with
them directly.
“There’s a lot of things that can happen with physicians,
customers or even regulations and whether we have
something in stock. If that happens, it can delay the process
24 hours but we always notify the customer and let them know
what’s happening,” he said. “We’re always asking ourselves
how do we make it better.”
Since opening PPM two years ago, Orton’s business volume
has doubled.
“We’re seeing a steady growth every month,” he said.

Compounding and more
The pharmacy’s other distinction is its ability to
manufacture compound drugs as directed by physicians.

“There’s usually a very specific need. It’s either not
commercially available with the ingredients or strength they
(patients) need. The physician will instruct us to build a
medication from scratch using FDA (Food and Drug
Administration) approved ingredients,” Orton said.
The large volume of business keeps the company’s three
full-time pharmacists and the rest of the staff, which includes
four employees who work directly with hormone replacement
therapy, busy at all times.
“That (hormone replacement therapy) is growing and has
the biggest potential for us,” Orton said.
During the last 14 years, Orton also has owned Focus Home
Medical that, like PPM, uses the home delivery method by
bringing medical equipment to a customer’s home. Some of
the equipment includes oxygen tanks, hospital beds and
breathing machines.
“You’re always helping people in this business by providing
them with products and services they really depend on,” he said.
For more information, visit www.myppmpharmacy.com n
Ryan Orton and employee Loren May.

ART
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Feast for the eyes
Chickasaw artists draw on heritage, culture
by Linda Miller

S

omething wonderful happens when
Chickasaw artists Doug Strickland, Lisa
Hudson and Bill Hensley put paint to canvas
or look through a camera lens.

The result is beautiful, interesting and special pieces that often
reflect the artists’ love of their culture and heritage, giving others an
intimate look at their world.
Their contemporary paintings and photographs are on exhibit at
three separate locations in Oklahoma through February. Strickland’s
artwork is on view at the Chickasaw Nation Welcome Center in Davis.
Hudson’s art is displayed at the Chickasaw Visitor Center in Sulphur,
and Hensley’s paintings can be seen at Exhibit C in Oklahoma City.

Lisa Hudson, Chickasaw Visitor Center, Sulphur
Hudson’s photographs capture the beauty of the Oklahoma
landscape, but she’s also a talented painter. She likes to portray her
heritage by combining traditional Chickasaw heritage with vibrant
patterns and colors.
“My photographic sense is not solely limited to landscapes and
nature,” Hudson said. “I have a knack for turning simple everyday
scenes into photographic works of art.”

Left, Lisa Hudson’s artwork is on view at the Chickasaw Visitor Center in Sulphur.
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Above, “Oklahoma’s Majestic Turner Falls” is one of Doug Strickland’s pieces on exhibit at the Chickasaw Nation Welcome Center in Davis.

Her most recent awards were from SEASAM, the Te Ata Fisher
Chickasaw Art Show, Chickasaw Visitor Center Photography
Contest and Artist of the Arbuckles.

Doug Strickland, Chickasaw Nation
Welcome Center, Davis
Strickland shares his view of the land through photographs.
He purchased his first camera at age 14 and started
capturing images of the land as his ancestors once saw it.
“As a lifelong resident of rural Oklahoma, being outdoors
and next to nature was the norm, thus ensuring a profound
love and respect for all the wonders of our world, the same
world my forefathers loved and respected,” Strickland said. “I
find particular delight in all things Chickasaw; all are viewed
through my ‘Chickasaw Eyes,’ those behind the camera lens,
just waiting to capture and share my Chickasaw World.”
Strickland is a descendant of original Chickasaw enrollees,
Woodrow Winchester Strickland and Charles K. Strickland,
territorial sheriff of the Chickasaw Nation.
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His awards are many, most recently the Artists of the
Arbuckles photography contest and the Chickasaw Nation’s
Call to Artists competition. Two of his first place photographs
from the competition have been placed on permanent display
at the Chickasaw Visitor Center in Sulphur.

Bill Hensley, Exhibit C, Oklahoma City
Hensley credits his grandmother, Katherine Cunningtubby,
for teaching him about the rich history of his ancestors and
instilling in him a love of heritage and culture.
By incorporating special techniques, his paintings bring
modern Chickasaw culture and artwork to the mainstream
stage.
“I strive to focus on what it meant to be Chickasaw long
ago, and what it means to be Chickasaw in today’s world,”
said Hensley, a self-taught artist. “I find inspiration for my
work in everyday life and through the nostalgia that being
Chickasaw brings.”
For more information, visit ChickasawCountry.com. n

Right, “Top Hat” by Bill
Hensley is on display at
Exhibit C in Oklahoma City.

PEOPLE
Noted cowboy artist lives pioneer values
seen in his work
Harold Holden inducted into Oklahoma Hall of Fame
by M. J. Van Deventer

H

arold T. Holden exemplifies
all that is good about
Oklahoma’s western heritage
and its cowboy lifestyle —
honesty, loyalty and solid down-home
pioneer values.
Those are the qualities about his character and
his art profession that were honored during his
induction into the prestigious 87th annual
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Nov. 13 in a gala blacktie ceremony at Oklahoma City’s Cox Convention
Center.
Charles P. Schroeder, a cowboy himself and a
past president of the National Cowboy &Western
Heritage Museum, served as the presenter for
Holden’s induction.
An internationally known artist living on his
ranch in Kremlin, 10 miles north of Enid, Holden –
“H” to his friends and wife Edna Mae – is one of
the few Oklahoma artists to receive the Governor’s
Arts Award. He is also noted as one of the few
Oklahoma artists who have an abundance of art
in public places.
Harold Holden
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Of special note among those public works of art is the
poignant sculpture, We Will Remember, at Oklahoma State
University that pays tribute to members of OSU’s men’s
basketball team and coaching staff who were killed in the
2001 tragic airplane crash in rural Colorado.
Holden’s art has been featured on a postage stamp, as well
as in numerous private collections, galleries and museums.
Travelers passing through Oklahoma City’s airport can view his
iconic life-size sculpture of Will Rogers, Oklahoma’s native son.
Other distinctions include his paintings hanging in the
Oklahoma State Capitol, which include a large western
landscape and portraits of legendary lawman and cowboy
Frank “Pistol Pete” Eaton, Sheriff Bill Tilghman and 101
Ranch cowboy Bill Pickett.
“When I was a little kid, Frank Eaton came to Enid all the
time. When I was five, I rode my pony in the Cherokee Strip
Days parade and reared him up in front of the judges’ stand. I

won first prize, which was $5 and got to sit in Frank Eaton’s
lap and hold his gun,” Holden once told OSU’s O State
magazine. For Holden, that youthful experience is still a
priceless memory.
Holden’s art is special because of the authenticity he brings
to his canvases and sculptures. He became accustomed to the
western lifestyle as a child and notes, “I kind of grew up on a
horse.” That early experience gave him intimate knowledge of
the bone structure, movements and personalities of horses
and cattle.
Wayne Justus, a fellow artist, said, “I think Harold’s greatest
contribution to western art is being authentic. When he
portrays a cowboy it is not the Hollywood version but it’s the
real McCoy. He’s been there.”
In preparing a 2010 exhibit of Holden’s art for the Oklahoma
Heritage Center, Karlee Chill said, “He gets a real look at what
it’s like to be a cowboy. You can see it in each person’s face
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We Will Remember

Keeper of the Plains
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and through the details in the hands.”
Ken Fergeson, Chairman of NBC Bank in Altus, said, “H is
one of those people who exemplifies our heritage and what we
stand for in his artwork. When his involvements are taken in
total, they are nearly overwhelming.”
An avid art collector, Fergeson notes, “H is one of those truly
American heroes who not only lives the life of his chosen
profession as a western artist, but he also lives a life as an
example to the rest of us for giving back and making
Oklahoma a better place in which to live. ”
Fergeson has worked with Holden for 25 years, securing
funds for placing more public art around the state.
“I believe there are few who could match Harold Holden’s
contributions to Oklahoma art, its public art and the many
who have benefited from these contributions,” he said.
From 1986 to the present, 22 Holden monuments have been
dedicated in Oklahoma, Kansas, Arkansas and Texas
showcasing each state’s history and legacy.
Other Hall of Fame honorees include Wanda Jackson, rock ‘n
roll singer, Maud; Neal McCaleb, Ambassador-at-large for the
Chickasaw Nation, Oklahoma City; Thomas H. McCasland Jr.,

retired oil executive, now of Dallas, Tx.; Blake Shelton, singer
and coach on NBC’s The Voice; Ada; Peggy Clark Stephenson,
community volunteer, Tulsa; and Alfre Woodard, actress, Tulsa.
Celebrity presenters included Miranda Lambert, Grammy
Award winning singer-songwriter, who introduced Wanda
Jackson; U.S. Rep. Tom Cole, who introduced McCaleb; and
Molly Shi Boren, OU’s First Lady and a former District Judge,
who introduced Stephenson.
Other presenters were H. E. “Gene” Rainbolt, BancFirst
founder and community leader, presenting McCaleb, and Pat
Connelly, former budget director for the City of Tulsa,
presenting Woodard.
Burns Hargis, OSU President, and Michael C Turpen,
Oklahoma City attorney, served as masters of ceremonies.
Channel 4 News Anchor Linda Cavanaugh, served as the
Ambassador of Good Will.
The Oklahoma Hall of Fame is a flagship program of the
Oklahoma Heritage Association, which was founded in 1927
by Anna B. Korn to preserve the state’s unique history and
promote pride in Oklahoma. n
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WINE

by Greg Horton

S

yrah has always suffered an identity
crisis. In the middle of the “Shiraz”
boom a decade ago, traditional Syrah
producers were forced to wring their
hands and watch the grape they loved be
repackaged as a high-alcohol fruit bomb.
Australia suffered the consequences of relying too
heavily on a particular version of Syrah (Shiraz)
when they were forced to reduce production after
the boom went bust.
American and French producers continued to produce Syrah
with the same restraint required of this aggressive grape as
they had for decades, or, in the case of France, centuries. Syrah
produces huge, bold, tannic, dry wines, so subtlety in
winemaking is required to produce wines with appropriate
restraint. Under the best of conditions, Syrah will still be big
and dense, but it’s possible to combine those two traits with
elegance and complexity.
Cornas is a region in the Northern Rhone Valley of France
that has produced wine for more than a millennium. For the
past near century, they have produced wines that are 100
percent Syrah. These wines rely on terroir (the French idea of
place) to give the wines different flavor profiles, based on
geography, soil, exposure to sunlight, weather and winemaking
techniques. Cornas wines score extraordinarily well with critics
and wine lovers alike, and that is primarily because the
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traditional winemaking techniques in this region of France produce
consistently excellent wines.
Thiérry Allemand is one of the rockstar winemakers of the Northern
Rhone. His story is one of a man who struggles against
great odds to succeed, but it’s also one of a man who
understands how to make wines with subtlety and
complexity in spite of the grape he’s working with. The
Cornas Reynard from Allemand might be the best Syrah
available in Oklahoma. It’s layered and dense, and it
rewards decanting for several hours. Syrah usually
shows graphite and smoke, as well as dark fruit and
minerality. The Reynard is no exception, and with
grilled red meat, olives, or a charcuterie, it’s a
perfect wine.
California makes Syrah in a distinctive style as
well, and one of the best, most affordable
choices for excellent Syrah is Qupé, a Chumash
word for California’s state flower, the poppy. Bob
Lindquist, the owner and winemaker, moved to
California 50 years ago, and he’s been in the
wine business for 40 years. Qupé Syrah avoids
the imbalanced, ostentatious style of older
California Syrah (too much bacon, too much
smoke, etc.) and goes for a lovely balance of
fruit, acidity, and tannic structure. They are
remarkably affordable, especially given that
they taste like a wine at two or three times the
price you would expect.
Moving up the West Coast, Oregon does not
produce as much Syrah as its two winemaking
neighbors, but the Rockblock Syrah from Domaine
Serene is an excellent example of Oregon Syrah. Good acidity
from the cooler climate is combined with rich dark fruits,
smoke and cocoa.
Washington is one of the most ideal climates in the world for
Syrah production. The wines coming from Walla Walla and
Columbia Valley are some of the best quality to price ratio
wines available anywhere. The Gordon Estate Syrah will run
about $20, and it is an excellent introduction to the wines of
Columbia Valley. Rich, dense, and fruity (without being jammy), the
Gordon will continue to open for a few hours, revealing more dark
fruit, lavender, cocoa, and spices. n
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ART
DRAWINGS, PRINTS BY EMERGING, ESTABLISHED ARTISTS
featured during December at JRB Art at the Elms

A

broad and varied selection of
collectible prints and drawings will
be on display throughout the month
of December at JRB Art at The
Elms, an award winning gallery located in the
Historic Paseo Arts District. The holiday show
opens on Friday, December 5 with a
reception from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
“Drawings and prints are perfect for holiday gifting,”
says Joy Reed Belt, director of the gallery. “These
affordable, one-of-a-kind masterpieces really represent
the genesis of an artist’s creative process. Historically
they have been undervalued in the marketplace, but
recent auction prices affirm their increasing value.”

Metal sculpture by John Wolfe.

Popular and well-known artists whose framed and
unframed work will be included in the gallery’s annual
Christmas at The Elms exhibit include: D.J. Lafon, Gregg
Gummersall, Brunel Faris, Ginna Dowling, Gail Rothschild,
Dan Kiacz, Scott Momaday, Mary Ann Strandell, Ellen
Moershel, Bert Seabourn and Denise Duong. Also on
Painting by artist Dan Kiacz.
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Multi-media artwork by artist Greg Gummersall.

display will be a monumental outdoor steel sculpture by John Wolfe.
In conjunction with the Drawing and Print Exhibit, JRB Art at The
Elms will also host a gallery of small works by gallery artists as
well as a small but well curated gift boutique throughout the month
of December.
JRB Art at The Elms changes its exhibits monthly in a gracious
environment that fosters a dialogue between the arts and the larger
community while providing quality art for first time buyers as well
as individual, corporate and museum collections.
JRB Art at The Elms was built in 1920 and is located at 2810
North Walker and is open Monday through Saturday, 10-6,
and Sundays from 1-5:00 p.m. For more information, call 405528-6336 or visit www.jrbartgallery.com.

Painting by artist Brunel Faris.
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Drawing by DJ Lafon.
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REVIEW

“C is for Chickasaw”
Children’s book shares history and language
“Flying silently and swiftly through the air
Warriors hunt for food, fish, deer, even bear”
by Linda Miller

That rhyming verse introduces the word arrow or oski’
maki’ in a new children’s book by Chickasaw author
Wiley Barnes with illustrations by Choctaw artist
Aaron Long.
“C is for Chickasaw”
takes young readers on a
journey through the
alphabet, sharing
elements of history,
language and culture in
a way that’s easy to
read and understand.
Each word – from
arrow to zigzag — is
followed by a brief
explanation of its
place or importance
in Chickasaw
culture. Zigzag or
foloto’wa designs,
for example,
were used in art
and clothing.
Kullihoma or
kali-homma’ is a tribal
reserve, a favorite gathering place for
Chickasaw people.
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While this book may be especially interesting for
Chickasaws or children of Chickasaw heritage, it has
widespread appeal and is delivered in a manner
that’s engaging for all audiences.
Not only do children like to hear and say verses
that rhyme, the bold and colorful illustrations grab
attention, sure to draw even the youngest of readers
in for a closer look.
A glossary gives the English and Chickasaw
words, word syllable and pronunciation. There’s
also a question and answer page designed not as a
test, but to encourage conversation.
Chickasaw in the native language is Chikasha.
“A Native American tribe rich in history
Proud, strong, and beautiful people you will
want to see”
The book, $19.95, is published by White Dog
Press. n
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Book Buzz
HOLIDAY READING YOU NEVER EXPECTED
by Lucie Smoker
Under tinsel, wrapping paper and bows, the kids will find magic, wisdom
and ... uh, tumbleweed?

Holiday mystery: Greenglass House by Kate Milford
“Being surprised isn’t always a bad thing,” says Mrs. Nora Pine when the guest
bell rings like a gulp of cold air. On this first snowy day of Christmas vacation 12year-old Milo Pine would rather do nothing, creatively. Now he has to cater to
guests at the family hotel. Greenglass House is a ramshackle manor inn uphill
from a harbor town built half on land, half on piers. It draws mostly smugglers.
Nobody comes this time of year.
But today that guest bell keeps ringing, and ringing. As the hotel fills up with
five suspects—I mean guests—Milo notices things. Like the boring-looking
man’s extremely heavy suitcase. Or one woman with blue hair’s reaction to
finding out she isn’t the only visitor:
“Georgie stopped dead in the act of pulling up her woolen socks and gave Mrs. Pine the
oddest look Milo had ever seen. It was as if her face was divided in half: the bottom part
was all innocent smile, but the top half was wide-eyed in unmistakable disbelief.”
With so many guests, the Pines call in their regular cook who brings her daughters so now
Milo has a friend in tow, the shy but clever Meddy.
Overnight, possessions begin to disappear. In a secret game, Milo and Meddy take on RPG
character roles to investigate. A little bit creepy with a while lotta wonderment, Greenglass
House comes with my highest rec. (And I didn’t even mention the tram.) Try reading it
together as a family.

An Oklahoma Picture Book: That is a Hat by Betty Selakovich Casey
That southwester’ blew in something the animals have never seen. Some of them
think it’s a highfalutin’ tumbleweed, others attribute all sorts of uses to this
rancher’s hat brought in by the wind. Both written and illustrated by an Okie mom
and editor of TulsaKids, this book inspires creative thinking as it entertains.
Reverence for animals, the outdoors, and the American West shine through the
artwork. Published by Oklahoma’s Roadrunner Press.
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Middle Grade Time Travel: Mark of the Spider by Cara Brookins
Jordan Booker pissed off the wrong Time Ranger. Namor says:
“Say the words time travel and one idiot or another will start an argument
about changing the past. Some argue it’s impossible to change and others
argue a change could be catastrophic. These are not subtle differences. If
the first case were true, nothing I did would stop Jordan Booker from
killing my parents. In the case of the second, stopping him could destroy
millions of people— or even the entire human race.”
Now Jordan and his sister, Jada, are living in Arkansas, present day. They’re
trying for a fun day at the festival when someone kidnaps them. Jordan’s thinking this
can’t be as bad as the time travel monsters he’s faced in the past, but then there’s a loud pop
and everything changes.
Mark of the Spider is the third installment of The Time Shifters series from Edmond’s Buzz
Books USA.

How I Became a Ghost: A Choctaw Trail of Tears Story by Tim Tingle
Don’t tell the kids that this book has won multiple awards and that it shares an
important, relevant story from our history. That will put them to sleep.
Instead, hide this book in a stocking—right under the candy—open it on
Christmas morning, and start sharing the art of a great story:
“Maybe you have never read a book written by a ghost before. I am a
ghost. I am not a ghost when this book begins, so you have to pay very
close attention. I should tell you something else. I see things before they
happen. You are probably thinking, “I wish I could see things before they
happen.” Be careful what you wish for...”
Isaac,10, sees people burning one minute, then they are fine the next. He hears
his parents whispering of ‘Treaty Talk’ and moving from their home. He watches
tribal elders performing a ritual, rubbing their backs against trees until they bleed.
And Tingle’s words sing. If you ever wanted a truly great “ghost story,” this one will
captivate your child’s imagination with mystical intrigue. It’s survival, selfless love
and community all spelled out on white pages that cast a spell between the black words. Yes,
black at times but not too dark for your middle-schooler, How I Became a Ghost enthralls on
every page. Thank you Tim Tingle for this Oklahoma masterpiece.
Lucie Smoker is a freelance writer, Oklahoma mom and author of suspense novel, Distortion
from Buzz Books USA. More at luciesmoker.wordpress.com.
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LILY PADS

INSPIRE

PEOPLE

Lily Pads Inspire
Gardener’s Passion for Art
by M. J. Van Deventer

W

illiam Hawk has loved nature since he was a
child growing up near Portland Avenue on
property his great grandfather homesteaded
in Oklahoma’s historic 1889 Land Run.

So it seems only natural that William would design beautifully
landscaped grounds surrounding his country home in a secluded rural
setting northeast of Oklahoma City.
“As a child, I was expected to work in my parents’ vegetable garden,”
he recalled. “My mother loved flowers and planted different varieties.
Now, I’m carrying on a family interest.”
On his first visit to the five-acre setting 28 years ago, Hawk was
inspired by the elevations and raised beds offering panoramic views. In
this wooded enclave, hidden by mature trees and lush foliage, he has
designed a tropical paradise. The rolling hills and terraces are
highlighted with a variety of tropical plants, especially umbrella
catalpas, which he has grafted at varying heights.
With horticulture as a life-long hobby, he channeled that interest into
a magnificent water garden, which is brimming with lily pads, tropical
guppies and koi during all seasons except winter. During the cold
months, the tropical plants, guppies and lily pads are housed in
containers inside Hawk’s two greenhouses.
The large lily pond has long been an oasis of pleasure for Hawk, who
has worked professionally as an anesthesiologist at Mercy Hospital for
30 years.
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“I enjoy all my property, but my favorite view is from the
upper level of the grounds, looking down on the lily pond,”
he said.
About a year ago, the lily pond became much more than
a special garden attraction. It was included on the
Oklahoma Horticulture Society’s 2014 garden tour in
October. It has inspired him to create brilliantly colored
glass art platters with a stunning lily pad motif.
Few people ever turn over a leather-like lily pad to study
the intricate veining system that supports these delicate
water plants. But curiosity prompted Hawk to examine
them in detail. Now, he revels in the beauty nature
continually provides as an inspiration for his glass art.
“Since the Studio Art Glass movement began, I’ve been
an admirer of blown, cold worked and cast glass. I’m
fascinated by glass in all forms, especially the magical
interplay of light affecting glass,” he said.
His burgeoning interest in glass art led to participation
in a 2012 study at Corning Glass in New York. Now, lost
wax glass casting is his principal artistic passion.
continued on page 54ﬁ

“Eventually, I intend to explore glass
art that mirrors my emerging interest in
antiquities and African art.”
— William Hawk

“I find glass casting allows
my imagination to soar with
the unlimited possibilities and
challenges in design.”
— William Hawk
continued from page 52
“CURRENTLY, MY GLASS ART DESIGNS are reminiscent of my
favorite water lily, the stunning Amazon or Victoria Water Lily,”
he said. “These lilies are sculptural above and below the
water and the leaf structure - an intricate web of supporting
tentacles - lends itself to casting. I find glass casting allows
my imagination to soar with the unlimited possibilities and
challenges in design.”
Hawk believes his fascination with creating glass art that
reflects nature complements his personality.
“As a practicing anesthesiologist, my profession requires
attention to precise detail, timing and sequential planning.
Likewise a garden demands the birth of an idea, enhanced by
creative planning and strategic implementation,” he said.
The possibilities of a beautifully designed garden are
limitless, Hawk said.
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“I plan and nurture it, then watch as nature brings the idea
of a garden to reality. A similar thought process happens with
my art.”
In addition to creating an array of sizes and colors of his
glass art in his spacious home-like studio on the property,
William spends his leisure time checking his garden’s pulse
and enjoying the beauty he’s created.
“I love to watch my plants mature as a season progresses,”
he said.
So what’s on Hawk’s creative horizon? For now, he foresees
many other plant-related designs while also considering glass
art exhibitions to showcase his passion for nature. He is also
studying marketing strategies for placing his work in upscale
galleries.
“Eventually, I intend to explore glass art that mirrors my
emerging interest in antiquities and African art,” he said. n

BUSINESS

CHOCTAW CASINO RESORT

EXPANDING

Project includes cinemas,
bowling alley, hotel tower
by Linda Miller

C

hoctaw Casino Resort in Durant already is a destination.

With 330 hotel rooms, a natatorium, fitness center, business center, several
restaurants, full-service spa and three retail outlets, it’s not unusual to see
families playing in the pool in the summer, girlfriends on a weekend getaway or couples
enjoying a romantic dinner.
Not to mention the attraction of 3,500 slot machines, 30 poker tables and 57 table

The final beam is put in place on an expansion project at
the Choctaw Casino Resort in Durant. (Photo provided)
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games, as well as an amphitheater and several other entertainment venues
that draw well-known performers.
But more is coming.
A recent ceremony placing the final beam on a new hotel tower moved an
expansion project closer to completion.
Along with additional conference space and a hotel with 231 rooms, 55
suites and a full-service spa with a hair and nail salon, the project includes a
new event venue that will accommodate 3,000 guests. Rock band Aerosmith
will be the first to perform there on June 27.
When the expansion is completed in fall 2015, visitors will be treated to an
additional 600 slot machines, more food and beverage choices and an
entertainment center with a 20-lane bowling alley, arcade, laser tag and four
state-of-the-art movie theaters.
“One of the things that is important to us is the economic impact that we
have here in Durant, Oklahoma,” said Chief Gary Batton of the Choctaw
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Above, guests can expect luxurious bedding
and appointments in the new hotel tower.
(Photo provided)
Right, a model of one of the new suites.
(Photo provided)

Nation of Oklahoma. “We’ve had over 400 people working on this particular
site. Once we finish, we will hire more than 300 people — that’s over 700
employment opportunities for our people here in southeastern Oklahoma.”
Previous phases in the expansion included a remodel of the south casino, an
updated Oasis indoor/outdoor pool area and additional food and beverage
options, including a Smashburger restaurant.
Other dining choices are Butterfields Buffet, 1832 Steakhouse, Gilley’s,
Tomatillo Mexican Grill, Blue Moon Café and a food court with several fast-food
restaurants.
The resort also offers accommodations at the Choctaw Inn, Choctaw Lodge
and Choctaw RV Park.
For reservations or entertainment schedules, go online to
choctawcasinos.com/Choctaw-durant or call (888) 652-4628. n
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MUSIC

Ukulele Craze Hits OKC:
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Uke Orchestra to Perform at OCCC
by Mindy Ragan Wood

U

kuleles are no longer just for the luauthemed poolside party or
Tiny Tim.

Apparently, there’s a “uke” craze in the U.S. with reports of growing
sales in recent years. So, it’s appropriate that Oklahoma City residents
will get a chance to experience the sounds of the instrument when the
Wellington Ukulele Orchestra from New Zealand performs 7:30 p.m.,
Jan. 23 at Oklahoma City Community College’s new Visual and Performing
Arts Center.
As many as 17 ukulele strummers perform pop covers and original
music all with the backdrop of comedic banter. They are a crew of
exceptional singers as well, vocalizing with the skill of carefully
executed harmony and high-octane solos.
Lemuel Bardiguez, director of OCCC’s cultural programs, said the
show is a delight.
“It’s a very, very fun show. It’s kind of a tongue-in-cheek, very
engaging act with lots of audience participation, but done very well
musically. Technically and artistically it’s a very high quality
production,” he said.
Four albums take listeners through a range of moods: “The Heartache
EP,” “A Little Bit Wonderful EP,” “The Dreaming EP,” and “I Love You…
EP.” Regardless of the song they perform, the Wellington Ukulele
Orchestra brings a touch of humor with all of their selections and a
creative stage presentation. Everyone is dressed out with a touch of
eccentricity, as they perform often surrounded by suspended
lampshades luminously hanging all around the stage.
This is the crew’s first tour in America and OCCC is the only Oklahoma
venue. It’s just the act that Bardiguez said he was looking for.
“We look for shows that are unique, that no one else is presenting in
Oklahoma City. They’re very popular in Europe,” he said.
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The Visual and Performing Arts Center Theatre at OCCC is a
worthy venue for class acts. The Sarkey’s Atrium features floor
to ceiling glass walls for a clean, sleek modern design. State
of the art audio and visual technology suits a variety of live
performances or video presentations and a rock-solid stage
floor accommodates performers who would never have been
able to perform at OCCC before.
“A study found there was a real need for this kind of
theatre,” Bardiguez said. “People on the south side wanted an
assembly that they could have a civic center experience,
without having to go downtown.”
The 1,000 seat auditorium was designed to warp around the
stage without sacrificing a great view.
“There’s really not a bad seat in the house,” said Bardiguez.
The performing arts center also has a full service concession
stand and coat check.
The prices for performances at the theatre are also affordable.
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“It’s a show we were able to include as part of our
performing arts series and still be able to keep our price under
$50. We have tickets at every price point, from $15 to $45.
There’s plenty of room for parking and it’s free to park.”
Bardiguez said there are a few reasons the “Uke” trend is
growing in popularity.
“I don’t know where it got started but there’s a big Ukulele
community. I think YouTube has gone a long way to kind of
ignite that because, there’s lots of Ukulele instructional videos
and the instrument itself is not terribly difficult to learn to
play. It’s a really affordable instrument. You can get into an
entry level Ukulele for under $40 and it only has 4 strings. It’s
easy to carry around and easy to play.”
The Performing and Visual Arts Center Theatre is located at
7777 S. May Avenue in Oklahoma City. For more information
call 405-682-7576 or purchase tickets online at www.occc.edu

n

ENTERTAINMENT
Armstrong Auditorium Hosts a Night of Classics with

The Juilliard String Quartet
THE INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED
JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET visits
Edmond at the Armstrong Auditorium, performing
classical masterpieces by Joseph Haydn, Shulamit
Ran and Beethoven at 7:30 p.m., Thursday,
January 15.
The Juilliard String Quartet’s founding vision is
just as fresh and relevant to today’s ensemble as it
was in 1946. Widely known as the “quintessential
American string quartet,” the quartet was the first
ensemble to play all six Bartok quartets in the
United States and the first ensemble to receive a
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Recording
Academy (Grammy Awards).
Praised by critics and audiences worldwide for
bold interpretations of the canon classics, the
quartet is one of the most recorded chamber
ensembles touring today and has won Grammy
Awards for recordings of the complete Bartok, late
Beethoven, Schoenberg, Debussy and Ravel
quartets.
“We are honored to present such a prestigious
group. For a classical ensemble to be so lauded
throughout the music industry really shows how
they can connect with audiences. They will create a
sublime experience for our patrons,” said Ryan
Malone, Armstrong Auditorium concert manager.
Tickets to see the Juilliard String Quartet begin
at $31 for balcony seating and $71 for orchestra.
For more information on ticket options,
subscriptions, group rates or current exhibits,
please visit www.armstrongauditorium.org or call
405-285-1010.

2014-2015 PERFORMING ARTS SERIES
Russian National Ballet Theatre / Swan Lake
Monday, January 26, 7:30 p.m. • Tuesday, January 27, 7:30 p.m.
The King’s Singers
Tuesday, February 24, 7:30 p.m.
Venice Baroque Orchestra / Avi Avital, mandolin
Tuesday, March 3, 7:30 p.m.
Academy of St. Martin in the Fields / Jeremy Denk, piano
Wednesday, March 18, 7:30 p.m.
The StepCrew
Thursday, April 23, 7:30 p.m.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Russian National Ballet Theatre Returns to
Armstrong Auditorum Performing Swan Lake

THE ESTEEMED RUSSIAN NATIONAL BALLET THEATRE returns
to the Armstrong Auditorium for their third visit, performing an
encore presentation of Swan Lake on Monday, January 26 and
Tuesday, January 27. Both performances begin at 7:30 p.m.
The Russian National Ballet Theatre was founded in Moscow
during the transitional period of Perestroika in the late 1980s.
Many of the great dancers and choreographers of the Soviet
Union’s ballet institutions began to exercise their new found
creative freedom by starting vibrant companies dedicated to
the timeless tradition of classical Russian ballet. Today, the
Russian National Ballet Theatre is its own institution, with 60
dancers of singular instruction and experience.
Swan Lake is considered by many to be one of the greatest
classical ballets of all time. Its romance and beauty has
mesmerized audiences for 137 years. Set to Tchaikovsky’s
soaring score and choreographed by dance legend Marius
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Petipa, the dancers of the Russian National Ballet Theatre
weave this epic tale of a young man’s love for the swan queen
together with the exquisite grace and technical precision of
the great Russian Ballet tradition.
“The Russian National Ballet Theatre is widely known to be
one of the best in the world, and we are honored to bring such
an internationally renowned ballet to Oklahoma for their third
visit,” said Shane Granger, Armstrong Auditorium marketing
director. “The auditorium’s exceptional acoustics and superior
sightlines make a perfect setting for the complete
experience.”
Tickets to see the Russian National Ballet Theatre begin at
$45 for balcony seating and $97 for orchestra. For more
information on ticket options, subscriptions, group rates or
current exhibits, please visit www.armstrongauditorium.org or
call 405-285-1010.

PEOPLE

AN ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS:

Provide A Ride client Annie Hornsby gets a helping hand from volunteer Carmen Modestino.
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RSVP to the Rescue
by Mindy Ragan Wood

C

hristmas is the season of giving, but
for those in the Retired and Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP), it’s a
way of life all year long.

RSVP has provided 9,593 volunteers, serving 7.3 million
hours on behalf of local non-profit agencies since opening
its doors in 1973. They are an army marching to schools,
human service agencies, museums, airports, blood drives,
and countless other organizations filling critical needs in
their communities.
RSVP is a hub, matching volunteer members with
organizations who need short term or long term help.
RSVP Outreach Coordinator and Provide-A-Ride
Coordinator Lisa Davenport said RSVP partners with
between 120-150 area agencies and manage a volunteer
base around 900 members strong. But, there’s always a
need for more volunteers as RSVP workers pass away or
simply move from the area.
Their stories are full of real-life Hallmark movie
moments as they bring joy and hope to children, teens,
families, and the at-risk aging population. RSVP members
must be at least 55 years old, but most are between 70-75
years young, active and happy to find useful ways to spend
their days.
“It’s a two way street,” said Davenport. “Volunteers tell
us they get as much out of volunteering as they give. They
start out to help someone, but they’re getting so much more
back. We have a lot of volunteers who were sitting at home,
retired with nothing to do. Their spouses pass away and
they start getting depressed. It gives them a reason to get
up in the morning and get out.”
Nothing makes a person feel better like making a

Mildred McCoy

difference in someone else’s life. Davenport has
witnessed many such instances as she talks with
volunteers and participants, in particular the
growing need for the Provide-A-Ride program.
Sometimes the free medical transportation is the
only thing that stands between a senior entering
a nursing care facility and living independently.
Mildred, a Provide-A-Ride client said, “Life
has slowed down for me now that I’m 75 years
old. It seems like it was just yesterday I was the
one driving the kids everywhere, giving my
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friends rides when they needed a helping hand, and
looking out for my older parents. It’s funny how our
lives come full circle. Today things are different. I live
by myself in my own home, but thankfully I’m not
alone. Because of my friends, family and RSVP
Provide-A-Ride, I have everything I need to continue to
live a happy, independent and healthy life.”
Volunteer opportunities vary widely. Long term
positions can include clerical work like reception and
data entry, tutoring with a school program, helping with
a food or clothing pantry, or provide assistance to
travelers at the airport. Short term opportunities could
include passing out literature or free shirts for the
Oklahoma Blood Bank, help children make Christmas
ornaments at a museum or wrap presents for the
Salvation Army Angle Tree clients.

Right, volunteers Paul and Kim.
Below, a child receives reading help from a volunteer tutor.

John Giger has been volunteering for Rebuilding
Together, reviving neighborhoods through home repairs.
For 12 years he has picked up his tool box for a good
cause.
“I picked up my desire to volunteer and help others
from my dad. I saw him give so much to help others
whenever he could,” Giger said.

Volunteers work on a rebuilding project.

Beyond the home repairs, the real caring takes place
by simply being a friend.
“Most of the seniors we help are lonely and they
simply want someone to talk to,” Giger said.
Cheryl Foshee lends her time to several agencies as
the needs arise including Citizens Caring for Children,
Suited for Success (a job placement program), and
Provide-A-Ride.
“It has made me more humble,” she said. “They
teach me too – the kids, the people I help. They’ve

made me a better person. I see how much need there is,
and it makes me realize I don’t have much to complain
about with my own needs and struggles.”
Whether lending an ear or a hand, there’s a way to
give back through RSVP. For more information about
how to get involved or to support RSVP financially,
visit godonormarketing.com/rsvp2 or call them at
405-605-3110. Their office is located at 7401 NE 23rd
Street in Oklahoma City. n
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DINING
The Metro Wine Bar & Bistro
delivers the goods for 25 years
by Greg Horton

T

he Metro Wine Bar & Bistro has
been in business for just over 25
years. Owner LaVeryl Lower
opened The Metro across the
street from The Coach House because at
the time there was no place in town doing
what she and her partners, husband Chris
Lower and Coach House owner Kurt
Fleischfresser, were doing: opening a high
quality bistro in proximity to a fine dining
restaurant. The trend was popular in
France at the time, and the Lowers and
Fleischfresser wanted to replicate that
model in Oklahoma City.
From the beginning, the goal was to offer high
quality food, excellent service, and premium wines in
an atmosphere that felt like a neighborhood bistro, and
with prices that made it possible to eat there more than
once a month. For 25 years, Lower has been delivering
on those goals. Her restaurant now boasts one of the
most tenured staffs in the metro, with many servers
there from 10-20 years, guaranteeing consistent,
highly-qualified, knowledgeable staff.
The menu has changed substantially over the years,
although a couple of the original items remain. Lower
also creates a quarterly, supplemental menu that
changes seasonally. The seasonal menu always
includes an appetizer, main courses (including a fish
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selection), a vegetarian option, and dessert. The Metro
has always been vegetarian friendly, primarily because
Lower has long been committed to offering creative,
delicious vegetarian options.
Do not fail to start with an appetizer. The smoked
salmon is some of the best in town, and the style is
slightly different than many are used to. It’s cooked a
little longer, but the smoke is quite mild. The lamb
potstickers are delicious, and don’t be surprised if you
find yourself dipping the fresh-baked bread into the

tamarind ketchup that accompanies the potstickers.
The Metro serves lunch and dinner, and the menu of
appetizers and entrees is different for both, although
some appetizer items appear on both. One item that
remains on the menu consistently is the veal liver and
onions. Really, it’s the Cadillac of liver and onions. If
you are a fan, theirs is a must try. For the less
adventurous, The Metro serves delicious steak and fish,
especially the fish specials. It is simply one of the best
places in Oklahoma to get fish.
The risotto has long been a popular choice on the
dinner menu, and The Metro makes two: parmesan
risotto and saffron risotto with shrimp and scallops. The
menu includes pork tenderloin and two chicken dishes,
as well.

Lower was one of the first restaurateurs in Oklahoma
to commit to an expanded, high quality wine list. She
was the first in Oklahoma City to offer wine by the
ounce. Her by-the-glass list is one of the gold standards
in Oklahoma City, and she changes it five times a year.
The bottle list is extensive, populated with classic
names, but her prices are very reasonable.
Finally, people drive all the way across town to get
The Metro’s bread pudding. Their desserts are rich and
delicious, including crème brulee, lemon tart, and pot
de crème. Before deciding, be sure to look at the
seasonal option as well.
The Metro serves lunch and dinner Monday through
Friday. They are dinner only on Saturday and Sunday,
and Sunday dinner features a family-dinner menu. n
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TECHNOLOGY

Help for the Hard-to-Buy-Fors on Your List
by Rick Urias

A

t this point in the holiday season a dent has
been made in most shopping lists but, chances
are, there are at least a couple of folks on the list
who have you at a loss for ideas. They’re the ones who either
have everything imaginable or they just don’t seem to be
interested in anything you could possibly buy them, but don’t
throw in the holiday towel just yet.
The hard-to-buy-fors don’t know what they’re missing, so
consider these tech-suggestions. They may have your easyto-buy-fors asking for these gifts – next year!

Older Teens and Young Adults
Let’s start with the group that used to be the easiest to
buy for, now you’re just left scratching your head.
Older teens and young adults may have grown out of
traditional toys, but there’s one gadget that will still thrill any
young adult – the GoPro Hero camera. This waterproof
encased camera delivers high-def photos and video – plus
sound – and can be taken anywhere. Strap it on when you’re
surfing, when you’re skydiving, when you’re biking or when
you’re playing sports on the weekends. With stunning image
quality and powerful features, the GoPro turns any outing into
an amazing cinematic opportunity, and the availability of
accessories allows anyone to do something they love with it.
Another great option is the wearable Moto 360 smart watch,
which links to smartphones to provide a stylish and powerful
way to see important notifications, as well as use popular
apps and track health information.
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GoPro Hero camera

Grandparents
After years of love and support from our grandparents, give
them some of the convenience of the 21st Century lifestyle.
It’s easy to leave electronics on at home, and this can be
dangerous. Grandma and grandpa don’t have to worry or
second-guess themselves anymore. The WeMo switch offers a
solution to this problem by turning a smartphone into a
wireless remote to turn off forgotten appliances even when
you’re away from home. The WeMo switch plugs into any wall
outlet and connects to your home’s Wi-Fi network for easy
access no matter where you are. All it takes is a tap inside the
app on your smartphone or tablet to turn on or off any
electronic.

Grandparents cherish their memories and
time with family and they can have those
memories at their fingertips with the Samsung
Galaxy Tab 4 to look at thousands of photos in
addition to videos, books, games and more.
The Tab 4’s 10.1-inch display makes it easy to
read and convenient to use.

WeMo switch

Moto 360 watch

The Boss
Bosses may be just as difficult to buy for as
teens. You may not know them well and there
are some things that are just out of the
question when spreading Christmas cheer to
your employer – socks and handmade collages
are on this list.
Executives achieved success because of their relentless work ethic
and willingness to do their job on the go. In today’s world, that means
sending emails and making business calls on their smartphones in the
office, at home or in the grocery store. The Mophie Juice Pack maintains
a sleek design while adding up to 100 percent extra battery life with the
flip of a switch so your boss can do more wherever they are.
Believe it or not, your boss may like to wind down from time to time.
The Logitech UE MiniBoom fills any room with a clear and balanced
sound that’s well suited for traveling, entertaining or
relaxing at home. The UE MiniBoom holds up to
10 hours of battery life and connects with a
smartphone up to 50 feet away.

Dad
As much as Pops appreciates his twodozen tacky ties, he’s deserves a change
this year. Mix things up for your old man
this holiday season.
Whether he’s going on a run or
relaxing at home, give your dad the gift
of great music with the Powerbeats2
Wireless Earphones. Connect up to 30
feet from a smartphone and enjoy a 6hour playback life before recharging
again.
Maybe your dad hasn’t yet joined the
smartphone club; don’t just get him

up to speed, put him ahead with the Motorola
DROID Turbo. Its large 5.2-inch Quad HD display
make it convenient to handle and the beautifully
simple Android operating system is easy to
adapt to. The DROID Turbo boasts a 21megapixel camera so dad can take a selfie
wearing all his favorite ties.
The stress and chaos of this time of year is
matched by the joy of being with friends and
family. So relax and enjoy the festivities this
year – Verizon Oklahoma will help you find the
perfect gift for everyone on your list. Visit your
local store this holiday season.
Rick Urias works for Verizon Oklahoma. n

Motorola DROID Turbo
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REVIEWS
‘TIS THE SEASON FOR
by Jacob Oller,
ion film critic

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies
J.R.R TOLKIEN’S WORKS exist in a complicated and expansive
fictional world that can be hard to dive into.
The Lord of the Rings films held our hands throughout, gave us a
nice mix of action and story, and focused on the trials of recognizable
characters.
Not so for The Hobbit trilogy.
Director Peter Jackson’s conclusion to this saga will continue to be
filled with interchangeable dwarves, booming noises, tons of CGI
fighting, and one grumpy dragon.
Release: December 17, 2014
Rated: PG-13

Exodus: Gods and Kings
DIRECTOR RIDLEY SCOTT does things BIG such as Gladiator,
Blackhawk Down and Alien. What happens when someone with this
pedigree gets ahold of a biblical epic?
When Moses rises up against Ramses to free his people, the
plagues should be rendered exciting and glorious on the big screen.
Interesting how none of the starring actors look even slightly
Egyptian, but I’m sure they’ll fix that with CGI, right? Biblical cinema
has never been big on accuracy to source material.
At worst, mindless fun with a full budget spent to illustrate God’s
wrath.
Release Date: December 12, 2014
Rated: PG-13
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Into the Woods
A STAR-STUDDED DISNEY fairy tale? Sounds like the perfect feel-good
Christmas movie.
With a witch, the big bad wolf, Rapunzel, and Cinderella all making
appearances, this has all the makings of a family adventure with
characters recognizable enough for kids - played by actors recognizable
enough for adults.
Adapting these Brothers Grimm tales into a musical format is the
director/choreographer for Chicago, Rob Marshall.
Paired with the veritable singing chops of stars Meryl Streep and
Anna Kendrick, Marshall should make Into the Woods’s music stirring if not quite as infectious as Frozen’s “Let it Go.”
Release Date: December 25, 2014
Rated: PG

Unbroken
DIRECTED BY ANGELINA Jolie, written by the Coen brothers, and based on a
novel authored by the writer of Seabiscuit, Unbroken is the true story of an
Olympic athlete captured by Japanese forces during World War II.
Gunning for a gritty tale of struggle, overcoming obstacles and the
human spirit, the movie’s heavy drama will be aiming for an Oscar.
Serious and intensely inspirational, Unbroken will provide a different kind
of Christmas movie than the typical sweetness found in theaters. If you’re
burned out on Disney’s treacly warmth, this may be the motivational movie
for you.
Release Date: December 25, 2014
Rating: PG-13

Annie
THIS ONE’S A TOSS-UP. On one hand, it’s a remake of one of the most
beloved modern musicals.
On the other hand, the previews have given us non-jokes and
cringe-inducing acting.
On a third, imaginary hand, there’s a lot of talent behind this film.
There’s a chance that Oscar-winner Jamie Foxx and Oscar-nominee
Quvenzhané Wallis could pull it out of the quality tailspin that affects
most remakes.
Maybe Annie will overcome her hard knock life and make this a hit.
Release Date: December 19, 2014
Rating: PG
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Top Five
CHRIS ROCK’S CONTEMPLATIVE comedy about success looks to be an
entertaining entry into the comic’s collection of works.
Rock has always been an analyzer. He’ll pick apart racial politics,
war, economy, childhood and now his own fictionalized life.
When someone this sharp takes on a classic story of “money not
buying happiness,” something good ought to come from it.
Be on the lookout for raunchy adult humor, probably one of a few
final offerings this year.
Release Date: December 12, 2014
Rating: R

Mortdecai
JOHNNY DEPP TAKES a turn as a clueless mustachioed fop, taking a
page from the Pink Panther series and using his witless debonair
charm to solve a crime.
But how played out is this premise?
The list of characters that outmaneuver criminals through sheer
lack of brain power goes on and on and on.
Does Depp really bring something to the character that can
separate this from the pack?
If he brings any of his Captain Jack Sparrow charm to the role and
is prepared to get a little silly, then I’d say yes.
Release Date: January 23, 2015
Rating: Likely PG-13

Taken 3
LIAM NEESON is back, and like always, he’s leveraging his
grumpiness into shooting bad guys.
Neeson’s fatherly pathos separates him from most action stars,
and gives him built-in motivation: keep his family safe.
This time around, he’s being hunted by both sides of the law.
Being framed will do that to a guy.
The film maintains the original writer and the director of the last
film, so expect to enjoy this iteration if you’ve enjoyed the series.
Nothing will be shaken up too severely.
Release Date: January 9, 2015
Rating: Likely PG-13
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Inherent Vice
AS A SPRAWLING 1970’s detective tale, Inherent Vice’s
pulpy story will likely blend elements of dark humor
with darker plot elements.
Writer/director Paul Thomas Anderson looks to bring
some of the same verve and free-spiritedness that he
used to make Boogie Nights a three-time Oscar
nominee.
Star Joaquin Phoenix once again interacts with
human co-stars after his role in the robo-romance, Her.
The fact that it’s based on a typically dense Thomas
Pynchon novel means this psychedelic noir may be a
bit overwhelming for some, but for others the complex
story and interesting cast of characters may be just
what the doctor ordered.
Release Date: January 9, 2015
Rating: R

Wild
WILD IS THE TRUE story of one woman’s catastrophe-driven 1,100mile solo hike up the Pacific coast.
The director of Oscar-winning Dallas Buyers Club helms this
adaptation of the Oprah-loved memoir, with Reese Witherspoon in the
lead role.
Empowerment, loss and self-discovery are the order of the day, as
Witherspoon’s mostly one-woman show seeks to move us along with
her journey.
This one will tug at your heartstrings and set a fire beneath you –
maybe inspiring some new goals for the upcoming year. After a
thousand-mile hike, pretty much anything seems possible.
Release Date: December 5, 2014
Rating: R

Jacob Oller is an Oklahoma City-based film
critic and blogger. Read more on his blog
ShouldIWatchReviews.com or follow him on
Twitter @JacobOller n
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HOLIDAYS

STYLISH OFFERINGS
Gift ideas for holidays and other occasions
by Linda Miller

IT’S TIME TO GET SERIOUS
about shopping. Those gifts aren’t going
to magically appear, all wrapped in pretty
paper and perfectly tied bows.
But if you’ve run out of ideas – it happens to the
best of us – here are some suggestions for those
special people on your shopping list.
These are all beauty and style related because,
well, they’re our favorites. Who wouldn’t want to find
one of these under the tree or in a stocking? Actually,
these would be welcome anytime – birthday,
Valentine’s Day or just because it’s Monday.
Hint, hint.

Amali labradorite and diamonds set in
18-karat yellow gold, $1,890, and
18-karat yellow gold whisper chain with
diamonds, $2,605, at Naifeh Fine Jewelry.

Golden cocktail ring with
Beautiful solid perfume, $49,
at Estee Lauder cosmetics counters.
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Lauren Ralph Lauren tartan poncho, $88, at Dillard’s.

Honestly Margo all-natural lip balms in yummy flavors, $8,
created by Oklahoma City teen Margo Gianos. Available at
20 stores in Oklahoma. honestlymargo.com for locations.

“Tory Burch In Color” by fashion designer Tory Burch.
Proceeds go to her foundation which helps female
entrepreneurs. $50 at Barnes & Noble.
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VIEWS SUITABLE FOR FRAMING
by Rick Buchanan

RICK BUCHANAN’s professional
career includes almost two
decades in television news,
programming, marketing, and
advertising where he won numerous awards. For five years, he
served as Press Secretary to Frank Keating, Oklahoma’s 25th
governor. He also served as the Public Information Officer for
the Oklahoma Department of Tourism and Executive Producer of
the department’s “Discover Oklahoma” television program. Rick
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started working at Oklahoma County in 2005, serving as the
Public Information Officer for County Clerk Carolynn Caudill. He

also coordinated Special Projects for Treasurer Butch Freeman
before joining Commissioner Ray Vaughn’s administration in
January 2007.
Rick took up photography as a hobby in 2008 and specializes
in portrait, landscape and architectural photography. He
donates many of his photographs to local charities.
Rick was born and raised in Oklahoma City. He is a graduate
of Northwest Classen High School and holds a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Oral Communication from Baylor University. Rick has
two daughters, Sha and Paige. He has lived in Edmond,
Oklahoma, since 1993 and attends LifeChurch.
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COMMUNITY

OK KIDS KORRAL:
A home away from home

Story and Photos by Don Swift

S

ince 2006, the Toby Keith
Foundation has been helping
children with cancer and their
families in Oklahoma. The
mission for the Toby Keith Foundation
has been to encourage the health,
happiness, and hope for these children
during their treatment.

It may not be well known but the fact is cancer
affects one out of three Oklahomans during their
lifetime and is the second leading cause of death
for people living in the Sooner state.
Annually in the U.S. about 10,400 children
under the age of 15 are diagnosed with cancer and
about 1,545 children will die from the disease each
year, according to the National Cancer Institute.
Keith, a special Oklahoman and celebrity
country-western singer-songwriter, became aware
of the challenges and burdens child cancer
patients and their families face on a regular basis.
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Getting the right health care treatment often
means that cancer patients must travel away
from home for extended periods of time, often to
a treatment center located in another city. As
expected that places even more of an emotional
and financial burden on families than anyone
can imagine.
After learning more about these families and
the troubles they face, Keith made the decision
to do something that would make a difference.
The idea of offering a sick child with the
warmth of home in a setting full of love and
encouragement became a reality in January 2014.
OK KIDS KORREL opened in January of 2014 and is
located at 818 NE 8th Street in Oklahoma City.
“There is no greater gift than keeping families strong
and together during a very difficult time with a child
battling cancer. If we can alleviate stress for a family,
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encourage a brother or sister, and comfort a child who
is sick, then we can make a difference in the fight
against cancer,” Keith said.
Behind the doors at OK KIDS KORREL are rooms
where children can let loose, feel safe, and parents can
simply relax. Executive Director Juliet Bright reports
OK KIDS KORREL in 2014 has helped more than 70

Left, top to bottom, the theater, kitchen, and dining spaces.
Above, the children’s library.

children and hosted 400 family visits as the
waiting list continues to grow every month.
Bright estimates that in 2015 the center will
help more than 100 children and
accommodate 600 family visits.
Special features at the OK KIDS KORREL
include 12 private overnight suites, which can
accommodate up to five people; refrigerators
in each suite; gourmet kitchen and dining
areas; indoor and outdoor play areas; laundry
room, family resource room; four daytime
rooms; movie theater; reflection room; game
room; and a neutropenic wing for children with
weakened immune systems. n

Views of the children’s play spaces

SPORTS

THUNDER RALLY
by Tim Farley

W

inning, thunderous slam dunks and
scoring runs create smiles, laughter
and happiness.

For the Oklahoma City Thunder, those combinations finally
occurred Nov. 28 when All-Star point guard Russell Westbrook
rejoined the lineup after missing 14 games.
His pre-game introduction created a playoff-type roar from the
Oklahoma City faithful as one of their favorites made his way
onto the court. Westbrook final stat line showed he was more
than ready with 32 points, eight assists and seven rebounds.
After spanking the New York Knicks in late November, the
Thunder is ready for a major turnaround after suffering through
a winless streak that included six straight games.

After the 105-78 win against New York, Thunder head coach Scott
Brooks and Westbrook were all smiles – a look that had disappeared in
recent weeks.
Westbrook admitted he was pumped when his name was called during
the pre-game intros.
“Yeah, for sure,” he said. “You get so used to sitting on the side,
coming back here (locker room), taking a shower, putting a suit on, and
coming out and sitting on the side. Now, I got an opportunity to go out
and hear my name called. You never want to take that for granted, never,
at any time. I was just hyped to be able to hear my name and run out on
the floor.”
After the win, which was Oklahoma City’s second in a row following a
97-82 victory over Utah, Brooks called Westbrook “one of the great ones.”
“His determination and his ability to impact winning is reflected on
what he throw out there every night,” the coach said. “He throws great
effort and he plays with a force and an energy and a determination that’s
hard to contain. You always have to know where he is on the floor. He can
score and he can make plays for others and that’s what he does.”
The Thunder’s obvious improvement with Westbrook in the lineup was
clear to New York guard Shane Larkin, son of former Major League
Baseball star Barry Larkin.
“He (Westbrook) came out with a lot of energy and he just killed us

tonight. He got into the paint whenever he wanted to. He was making
his pull-ups in transition. He’s a dynamic player and whenever you
let him start the game the way he started with three assists and two
easy buckets, he’s going to have a good night,” Larkin said.
Oklahoma City got more good news when Durant returned to the
lineup for a road game at New Orleans. However, the end result
wasn’t what Thunder fans expected as the struggling Pelicans
notched a 112-104 win. Still, Durant looked strong with 27 points on
nine-of-18 shots from the field.
“I felt good after the first stretch of the game,” he said. “Just to
get back in midseason form, it’s going to take some time. But no
excuses for me. I’m out there, I’ve got to play as hard as I can, no
matter what. I’ve got to go out there and be the best player and
leader I can be.”
The Thunder also reported that forward Perry Jones is back on the
active roster after suffering an injury during the early part of the
season.
Oklahoma City returns home Dec. 9 against
Milwaukee and then hosts LeBron James and the
Cleveland Cavaliers Dec. 11. n
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SPORTS
Thunder Cares:
Players give back to needy through Thanksgiving food basket program
by Mindy Ragan Wood

A

t least 400 people were lined up outside the
Urban Mission last month waiting to receive
Thanksgiving baskets from the Oklahoma
City Thunder players and staff. The Thunder
Cares Foundation teamed up with Cox and Homeland
to provide turkeys, pies, and all the fixings to needy
families.
Players Kevin Durant and newcomer Sebastian Telfair brightened
the dreary, rainy day for Oklahomans hitting it rough. Smiles and
laughter were as plentiful as the baskets they held and everyone
seemed to bubble with joy in the spirit of the season.
“These aren’t people who are going to be able to afford tickets to
the Thunder games, so this gives them an opportunity to meet some
of those players,” said Urban Mission Executive Director Peggy
Garrett.
It hasn’t been easy for a lot of families.
“We started screening for this the second week of October
because we thought it would take a while before the holiday,” said
Garrett. “The slots filled up in four days, so that tells you about the
need here.”
Thunder Cares has been passing out meals to needy families for
the last seven years. Durant and Telfair were happy to help.
“It’s always great to be able to help in the inner city, and it’s great
to be able to help everyone have a great Thanksgiving meal,” said
Telfair. “A lot of families are here and excited to see the players and
it’s really cool to be able to be here.”
Since coming to Oklahoma City, the Thunder organization has
continually given back to OKC residents and fans.

Sebastian Telfair participates in the Holiday Assist.
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Top left, Sebastian Telfair smiles
for the camera with a child at
the Urban Mission.
Above, Tiffany and Jamie.
Left, Kevin Durant talks to a boy

at the Holiday Assist.
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“I think what we do here gives them a sense of hope and a
sense that people care for them, and that’s what we want to
do: show them that we care, that we love our communities.
I’m glad to be part of it,” said Thunder player and NBA AllStar Kevin Durant.
Both Durant and Telfair said they weren’t born with the
proverbial silver spoon in their mouths and could identify
with the plight of those who struggle in poverty.
“I grew up on Coney Island in a little bit of poverty. I know
what they’re going through,” said Telfair.
The Urban Mission, located at 3737 N. Portland covers the
east and northwest areas of Oklahoma City. Through their
partnership with the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma, and
thanks to faithful sponsors, the mission assists 20,000
people each year.
Families expressed their gratitude to staff and the players
as they stopped to take photographs and receive their
baskets. Zachary and Alicia Crossmock, a young couple with
an infant daughter were couldn’t have been happier. Zachary
is looking for work, while his wife Alicia still recovers from
being hit by a car last year.
“I’m thankful for them doing this,” said Zachary. “We feel
their welcome, going above and beyond to get everyone
involved. It makes me feel really happy and thankful.”
Assistant coaches Dave Bliss and Rex Kalamian were also
touched by the gratitude and joy they witnessed.
“It’s really a tremendous feeling to be able to help people
in need, especially around the holidays,” said Kalamian. “To
see the kids’ faces when they see the players, it’s very
meaningful. Everyone pitches in, from the basketball
operations to the front office, sales and all the different
organizations. It’s just fun.”
Bliss added, “It’s tough around the holidays, and any time
really, but it’s nice to see people come through here with a
smile on their face.”
Thunder Cares is part of the NBA Cares Initiative,
addressing social issues such as education, youth and
family development, and health and wellness. OKC Thunder
and the Thunder Cares Foundation raised $1 million to
support relief work for the May 2013 storms. They continue to
support numerous causes in Oklahoma. n

Top, happy kids tote items received at the food basket program.
Bottom, Michael Cage helps at the Holiday Assist.
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TRAVEL

Taiwan’s National Place Museum
Houses Most Extensive Collection Of Chinese Art, Artifacts
by Heide Brandes

A

fter more than a half hour waiting in a
line with what seemed to be hundreds
of Chinese tourists, I stared at a
cabbage.

The cabbage was unassuming at first – a bok choy looking
thing in shades of white and green. It wasn’t much bigger
than the length of my forearm, and besides being cold stone,
it looked like a fresh vegetable treat from one of Taiwan’s
famous night markets.
I was looking at, however, one of the most popular treasures
of Chinese art. The Jadite Cabbage, a realistic carving of stone
topped with a patient grasshopper and a jolly little katydid, is
among the thousands of priceless Chinese art located at The
Taipei National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan.

This museum with its four floors of exhibitions of centuries’
old artifacts and artwork from Chinese history is the star in
Taiwan’s art world eye.
It’s also packed with thousands of Chinese mainland
tourists anxious to see the little cabbage with its katydids. On
the day I visited, the museum had logged more than 18,000
visitors by noon.
For those passionate for the Middle Kingdom and its history
and treasures, China is not the place to visit. If you want to
see true Chinese history and art, you’ll have to visit Taipei.

On the Island of Formosa
The Taipei National Palace Museum in Taiwan was born
from the Chinese Civil War. The Chinese Civil War resumed
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following the surrender of the Japanese, ultimately resulting in
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek’s decision to evacuate the arts
to Taiwan.
When the fighting worsened in 1948 between
the Communist and Nationalist armies, the Palace Museum
and other five institutions decided to send some its most
prized items to Taiwan.
Construction of the stunning museum began in 1962 and
was inaugurated on November 12, 1965, the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925), the great
Chinese revolutionary and founder of the Republic of China Taiwan.
The museum is modeled on the Forbidden City in Beijing
and houses the largest collection of priceless Chinese
artifacts and artwork in the world, including ancient bronze
castings, calligraphy, scroll paintings, porcelain, jade and
rare books, many of which were possessions of the former
imperial family.
The full collection boasts of 650,000 pieces of art and
history spanning multiple Chinese dynasties, though only
about 1,700 pieces are on display at any given time.
The Taipei National Palace Museum is also home to the
Chih-shan Garden, which incorporates the delicate traditional
Chinese gardening art with Chinese-inspired pavilions,
bridges, flowing water, greenery, waving trees and winding
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paths that create a haven of simplicity and serenity.
But the true delights of the museum – the delights worth
fighting through tidal waves of tourists – are the art and the
history. The museum’s four floors incorporate pottery,
ceramics, ancient and rare texts and literature, bronze
sculpture, stone sculpture, painting and more.

The Jadite Cabbage
When the Taipei National Palace Museum asked its tourists
and visitors what the most important piece in the collection
was, the masses said “cabbage.”
The Jadite Cabbage, which was part of the dowry of
Concubine Jin in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) is carved from
a single piece of jade that is half grey and half emerald green.
The two katydids posed on the cabbage are so realistic you
expect them to hop from the leaves of the exquisite piece
while you watch.
Jadite is usually considered a second-rate material because
of the impurities, but the unknown artists incorporated the
ugly rifts and cracks into the veins of the remarkable leaves.
Most historians agree that the jade cabbage was the dowry
of Concubine Zhen, but it was found in the room of Concubine
Jin. Concubine Jin and Concubine Zhen were sisters, and when
Emperor Guangxu chose them as concubines, their father
prepared munificent dowries for them. Concubine Zhen was

gifted the priceless jade cabbage, but when her sister Jin
discovered that there was no jade cabbage for her, she cried
To comfort her distress, Zhen gave her Jadite Cabbage to
Jin, and the sister kept it since.
For such a small item of art, expect big lines. It’s the one
item that most Chinese want to see when they visit the
museum, and the crowds aren’t shy about pushing forward
for a glimpse. In the sprawling gift store at the museum, you
can buy Jadite Cabbage jewelry, magnets, posters, bottle
openers, tea sets and more.

Mao-Kung Ting
Another big draw for tourists and historians alike is the
Mao-kung ting, a 2,800-year-old ritual bronze vessel used at
the temple of the court.
What makes this particular item so special are the 500
characters cast on its inside surface - the longest inscription
found on the thousands of bronzes remaining from the Shang
and Chou periods.
Based on the inscription, historians guess the Mao-kung
ting was made in 827 B.C. during the reign of King Hsuan of
Chou. Because this vessel contains the longest inscription
ever found, predating any other inscriptions discovered from
the past dynasties, the Mao-kung ting is among the world’s
most invaluable treasures and contributes to the study of
Chinese etymology and calligraphy.

Ju Ware
The ceramics collection at the Taipei National Palace
Museum has no rival in its collection.
Ju ware ceramics from the Northern Sung period (9601127) are incredibly rare. Of the 70 pieces surviving, the
National Palace Museum houses about 21 pieces
Ju ware celadon, with its sky-blue glaze color, is worldrenowned and among the most famous pottery in the world.
According to legend, Ju Ware and its signature color were
created to please the Chou period (951-960) ruler Ch’ai-jung.
According to Ch’ai-jung, the perfect color of glaze was “the
color of the sky after the rain stops and the clouds have
broken through.”
When inspecting Ju ware celadon from the side, it is
possible to see from the surface of the glaze, faintly
appearing around the lip and corners of the stoneware, a soft
pink glow. This faint pink color gives Ju ware its tranquility,

while adding to the enigmatic quality of its beauty.
At the museum, that perfect color is on display at the
museum’s extensive pottery collection. Besides Ju Ware, the
museum also houses the rotating lamps and other pieces so
rare from Chinese history.

The ROC still cannot participate in key international
organizations or establish formal diplomatic ties with many
nations, but with new programs like the Free Economic Pilot
Zones, that may change.

Getting there
The Taiwan National Palace Museum is
an easy trip from Taipei, the northern most
city in the island Republic of China. Hours
are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily with extended
hours every Saturday.
As Taiwan fights to become a global
player in the areas of international
commerce and trade, it also promotes
itself as a tourist destination worldwide.
Millions of Chinese mainlanders visit the
island, but with its inclusion in the World
Trade Organization and countless other
international pacts, more and more
countries are taking notice.

In March, the Taiwan cabinet outlined its
FEPZ program aimed at liberalizing trade
through regulatory easing of flows of
capital, goods, information and talent. The
goal is to leverage Taiwan’s advantages in
human resources and to develop economic
ties with mainland China, Asia and the
United States. n
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